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Abstract

This paper is a result of the significant R&D program launched by D-ICE Engineering and a part of the
O3 research project sponsored by Total and Naval Group. The main objectives of this program is to
provide the marine industry with modern, up-to-date tools and methods. It aims to adress the challenges
faced by the Offshore Industry. The items covered here are multiple ; investigation of OPEX
optimization, optimization of operation design and real-time monitoring of the performances. Numerical
modelling and simulation tools are central for such analyzes. A novel Python/C++ based framework for
time domain simulation jointly developed by the Research Laboratory of Hydrodynamics, Energetics and
Atmospheric Environment of Ecole Centrale Nantes (LHEEA, France) and D-ICE Engineering was the
base of the study. This framework, built with modern and industrial standards integrates all required
features for modelling complex marine operations including waves, cables, anchors, propellers and
Dynamic Positioning. This paper shows the capabilities of FRyDoM, a strong candidate for
standardization of tools required by the DP industry.

II.

Introduction

The DP industry undergoes some radical changes and faces new challenges such as Digitalization.
Anticipating this evolution, an important survey has been conducted by D-ICE Engineering in 2015 and
2016. A very large number of professionals were contacted by the teams and clearly demonstrated the
need for new tools, services and products in order to:
• improve operations planification,
• better master operational risks especially in degraded conditions,
• improve Operators skills,
• improve onboard control systems.
A very important topic deals with numerical simulation tools. Used at every stage of the projects life,
these tools lack from standardization or uniformity. Together the LHEEA and D-ICE Engineering have
launched an important initiative since 2016 in order to fill some of the gaps highlighted by the survey. A
founding project has been launched under the acronym FRyDoM (Flexible and Rigid body Dynamics
modeling for Marine operations) in 2016. Involving three different research laboratories and more than 20
researchers and engineers, this project resulted in the publication of a open-source framework dedicated
to the modelling and simulation of complex marine operations. Numerous features are included and will
be described in this paper. Applications and perspectives to DP operations will be finally introduced.

III.

Market and Technological Gaps

Market challenges and changes have constrained the industry to significant adaptations and modifications.
In order to better anticipate future needs and carefully analyze other businesses – such as construction or
automotive industry- D-ICE has launched an important consultation work and market analyses.
Main conclusions are:
• Costs must be optimized without compromise with safety or reliability
• New functions should to be included to answer new market areas (e.g. Jacking)
• Performances should be pushed further (harsh environments)
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Several market opportunities were reported at that time:
• gas
• Marine Renewables and especially Offshore Wind Energy
• Ice Operations
• Drilling (Ultra deep)
• construction
For applications such as offshore wind energy or construction where Jack-up vessels are deployed,
advanced functions and improved performances are expected such as presented in [1]. Moreover, new
features are requested such as:
• cybersecurity issues,
• predictive maintenance,
• full Integration in ship bridge,
• high Accuracy,
• hardware in the loop testing.
Most of these technological features are important contributor to costs optimization. An important need
spotlighted in this study was actually connected to numerical modelling and simulations which are
actually key aspects of Predictive Maintenance, High Accuracy and HIL testing that represent almost
60% of the survey.
Furthermore, marine operations involve an important number of actors and processes, represented
schematically below:

Simulations

Procedures

Planification
Modeling

Analyzis

Engineering

Lessons
learned

Operations

Figure 1 – Simplified marine operations chart
The analysis and discussions between operations and engineering spotlight several gaps. It was identified
that better unifying numerical tools during the process may help to fill these gaps.
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FRyDoM Project

Figure 2 – Logo of the FRyDoM Project
The FRyDoM project is an answer to the needs spotlighted in the previous section and also to the analysis
provided in [2].
The development of the framework has been initiated on the basis of the unavailability of open simulation
framework in the field of complex marine operations allowing for virtual testing of advanced custom
numerical models. It deals with the modeling and the simulation of complex multibody mechanical
systems in a Multiphysics environment with a special attention to the offshore environment and fluid
structure interactions. Traditional offshore industry tools such as Orcaflex [3], SIMO/RIFLEX [4] or
aNySIM [5] are expensive proprietary black boxes. Some custom interfaces are generally made available
to users under the form of shared libraries (dll) loaded at runtime for custom model definition. However
these interfaces are most of the time limited as many numerical models implementation require a deeper
access to the internal solvers.

FRyDoM is developed under a joint academic and industrial collaboration. One important issue was to
give access to a common numercial platform for multidisciplinary teams from hydrodynamics, control or
structural fields, from both academic and industrial research in order to collaborate in share projects. This
gives an unprecedented tools to test new models and products according to their expertise field while
relying on a well-tested basis concerning out of field modules. Thereby, the FRyDoM base engine is
released as an open source project under a GPL license [6], thus allowing any organization to test for new
ideas or to perform some internal numerical studies. This is particularly useful for “small technology
developers” such as in the domain of marine renewables energy that can hardly bear the significant cost
of the traditional commercial software. This open source base engine brings most of the feature necessary
to model and simulate marine operations scenarios. The GPL features are listed hereafter. A dual
licensing model is applied so as the FRyDoM framework can be embedded into proprietary products
through a paid commercial license. The latter license allows modifying and distributing the source code in
closed source software and can accommodate with additional advanced modules that are made available
on a per module basis.
One largely accepted open source simulation framework is the NREL FAST software [7]. Although the
FRyDoM needs in term of environment modeling and hydrodynamics models are very close from that of
FAST, the specific objectives are rather different. While FAST is dedicated to wind turbine simulation,
FRyDoM framework applicability claims to be far much larger. Being based on a multipurpose
constrained multibody dynamic solver, arbitrary complex mechanical topology may be thus simulated.
FRyDoM also embeds a finite element solver allowing for both rigid and flexible part to be connected so
that complex innovative systems or operational procedures may be experimented in a virtual environment.
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FRyDoM Framework - Main features

The main philosophy of the developments was to maximize the use of existing state of the art modules.
Moreover, the software architecture of the code is a very important focus. UML [8] was extensively used
at this stage.

Figure 3 – UML Software architecture of the framework

FRyDoM relies on the Chrono open source multi-physics simulation engine [9]. The core of the Chrono
project is the Chrono::Engine middleware, an object-oriented library whose C++ API can be used to
perform multi-physics simulations. The Chrono::Engine library allows modeling and simulating 3D
mechanisms made of rigid bodies that can be connected by joints. Joints are constraints that are imposed
between bodies and they can be associated with any joint forces such as actuators as well as external
forces on bodies. Both holonomic and rheonomic constraints are supported.

Figure 4 – Example of simulation with Chrono::Engine [10]
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Chrono::Engine also comes along with state-of-the-art collision detection algorithms that are used to
compute frictional contact forces between bodies by defining collision shapes using meshes or primitives
along with properties of the contact surfaces. These algorithms have been tested on large scale problems
such as granular flows or fluid-solid interaction. Two approaches are available to deal with contact
constraints. The first is the penalty approach which computes the contact reaction forces based on an
interpenetration of rigid bodies. The second …
Chrono project is composed of several components. Among them, the Chrono::FEA library provides
support for linear and nonlinear Finite Element Analysis (FEA). This module allows modeling and
simulating flexible parts such as beams/cables, surface volumes like shells or 3D solid volumes. Large
displacements as well as small-nodal displacements analysis are supported. It makes the library very
usable for the modeling of different mooring line configurations, towing lines, lifting lines but also
structural analysis of wind turbine blades undergoing large deformation and other geometric
nonlinearities. Constraints between rigid and flexible parts may be imposed, allowing for modelling of
complex hybrid mechanical systems.
While Chrono can be seen as a general purpose physics engine, FRyDoM relies on its capacities for
simulation of large scale dynamical systems, allowing the framework to benefit from decades of Chrono
development. FRyDoM adds specific features allowing simulation of complex offshore systems and
marine operation scenarios. FRyDoM makes use of Chrono and its modules as external libraries. It is
developed in pure object oriented C++ design, being consistent with Chrono, and uses Object Oriented
(OO) programming techniques to rely on Chrono library without any code modification. By this way,
FRyDoM is ready to follow the day to day Chrono developments, minimizing the maintenance effort in
integrating Chrono new features. During the life of the project, in contact with the Chrono development
team, some backport of FRyDoM features may be made into Chrono.
Modularity of the code has been thought from the beginning. Every time a special feature could be
thought as a standalone product code, this code has been released into a standalone sub-project and
integrated as a submodule of FRyDoM. FRyDoM is then composed of a quite large set of dependencies
that can be thirdparty libraries or in tailor made projects. Dependency management is closely linked to the
FRyDoM build chain and just like Chrono, the CMake [11] build chain management software is used.
Very last features of CMake are used so that some circular dependency problem is set automatically.
FRyDoM as well as its dependencies are management via Git [12] Version Control System or direct
download of archive online for a few libraries.
One goal in FRyDoM was to avoid making any assumptions over the kind of marine system being
simulated at sea. This strong requirement is partly fulfilled by using the Chrono multipurpose multibody
dynamic solver.
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Figure 5 – FRyDoM Quick sheet
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Environment modelling
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrodynamics

Tidal height
Waves (Regular (Airy), directional, irregular,
standard Wave spectrums)
Wind
Current
Seabed (flat or meshed)
Geographic coordinates system
Earth magnetic model
UTC / local time

Lines
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic lines undergoing large deformation
(FEA/ANCF formulation)
Clump weights and buoys
Quasi-static catenary lines with complex
configurations
(Un)rolling of catenary lines**

Control (Spicy – see dedicated framework)

•

•

Wind forces (including DNV standards [13])
Current forces (including DNV standards
[13])
Wave forces (first order, Cummins equation)
Mean wave drift forces
Viscous damping forces
Maneuvering forces (Taylor expansions)
Linear and nonlinear hydrostatics
Morrison forces
Forward speed

Actuators
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Risk 8.3 Session

Estimators
o Linear Kalman filters
o Nonlinear Kalman Filters**
o High Gain Observers**
o Sliding Mode**
Controllers
o Autopilot
o DP controllers**
o Other modes**
Thrust allocation **
o Linear Optimization
o Nonlinear Optimization

Thruster forces
o Main shaft propellers
o Azimuthal thrusters
o Tunnels
First and four quadrant modelling of
propellers
Wageningen
B-Series
for
propellers
efficiency
Rudder forces
Foil models**
Winch models (for cables)
Actuator orders for scenarios building

Output data management
•
•

•

CSV file logging of simulation data
Serialization of simulation objects and
message sending over the network**
o Used in visualization solutions
(Unity [14])**
o Used in advanced logging service
into HDF5 files [15]**
NMEA [16] messages serialization for
sensors (emulation of real time embedded
system)**

Figure 6 –FRyDoM List of features for Hydrodynamic Modeling - ** D-ICE proprietary code
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Spicy

Spicy is a proprietary closed-source framework dedicated to the control of floating platforms.

Figure 7 – Logo of Spicy Framewok

This project was initiated in 2016. Important focus was at that time dedicated to the control of Floating
Wind Turbines. Spicy includes today a large range of low-level features including:
• Nonlinear optimizers
• Nonlinear filters
Specialized modules are available such as
• Joystick Modes
• Station Keeping Mode
• Track Keeping
• Heading Keeping
Besides, strong requirements were considering the maximum genericity of the system and its simplicity of
use and tuning.

Figure 8 – Example of visualization of DP simulation of MODU
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Validation of Hydrodynamics Models

Important works have been done on the validation of the framework with benchmark test case and
comparison with experimental results. Some of them are reported in this section. The full validation cases
will be published in upcoming journals. The goal of the work was to reach the state of the art of the
hydrodynamics modelling.

VII.1 Heaving Sphere Decay
Benchmarking of FRyDoM against tailored linear time-domaine hydro-mechanic simulator from LHEEA
were conducted, showing very good match of the results. The results for the decay test of the sphere in
heave motion are presented in Figure 9. First order hydrodynamic databases used have been generated
using the Nemoh open-source seakeeping code [16]. This is a linear potential flow model based on
Boundary Element Method (BEM) which allows to compute hydrodynamics database at the first order in
the frequency domain : added mass, radiation damping, diffraction coefficients. Nemoh is used in a very
large number of projects since its open-source release. Time domain computations have been realized
through Cummins equation [17].

Figure 9 – Heaving Sphere validation test case
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VII.2 Heaving Sphere Decay in Regular Waves
Benchmark tests of the heavy sphere with regular wave have been realized. The results are compared to a
frequency domain tailored-made simulator based directly on hydrodynamic database generated by
Nemoh.
The comparison of the RAOs computed from Nemoh’s hydrodynamics database and time-domain results
obtained from FRyDoM is presented in Figure 11. The results are in very good agreement which gives us
a fairly good confidence in the FRyDoM software for modeling the first order motion response of an
offshore floating structure.

Figure 10 – Example of analysis with Nemoh (from the website)
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Figure 11 – Heaving Sphere validation test case

VII.3 DTMB5512
Comprehensive set of validations were using the DTMB 5512 hull case in ship basin provided in [18].
This is a well established benchmark, initially developed to validate Computational Fluid Dynamics
codes. It comes with a freely available CAO file for the hull geometry along with a large amount of
published results from experimental towing tank tests. The present validation case is detailed hereafter but
exhaustive validation study will be an important of next publications on FRyDoM.

Figure 12 – DTMB5512 characteristics and considered tests scenarios From [18]
The general methodology for the validation is presented on the next flow chart.
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Results
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Hydrostatic
Meshmagick

Hydrostatic
stiffness
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Figure 13 – DTMB5512 validation process
The main step to run simulation with FRyDoM are described in Figure 13. One can see that the
manoeuvring model and the wave drift force are based on the results from experimental test basin,
whereas hydrodynamics model for radiation, diffraction, excitation force and hydrostatic are generated
from external software such as Nemoh and MeshMagick. Mesh preparation for hydrodynamic database
generation from Nemoh as well as linear hydrostatic characteristics of the hull have been generated using
Meshmagick [ref], an other open source code dedicated to the preprocessing of surface meshes for
hydrodynamics. This Python software has been developed at LHEEA lab.
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The validations will be performed on two different cases:
• Captive test: the model is towed in the ship basin and only the force on surge, heave and pitch
moment around the center of gravity are measured.
• Free floating : the ship is allowed to mode in heave and pitch motion.
Three different ship velocities are tested in four different sea states
• Velocity is expressed with the Froude number
• Head waves
• Ak is describing the waves steepness

Figure 14 – DTMB5512 validation process – captive tests – surge. Constant force (on top),
amplitude of the first harmonic (in bellow).
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Figure 15 – DTMB5512 validation process – captive tests – heave. Constant force (on top),
amplitude of the first harmonic (in bellow)
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Figure 16 – DTMB5512 validation process – captive tests – pitch. Constant force (on top),
amplitude of the first harmonic (in bellow)

Figure 17 – DTMB5512 validation process – free floating tests – heave & pitch – Froude : 0.
Numerical model (continuous line), experimental results (blue boxes).
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Figure 18 – DTMB5512 validation process – free floating tests – heave & pitch – Froude : 0.28.
Numerical model (continuous line), experimental results (blue boxes)
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Figure 19 – DTMB5512 validation process – free floating tests – heave & pitch – Froude : 0.41.
Numerical results (continuous line), experimental results (blue boxes).
As seen on the Figures 17-22, the hydrodynamics motions are well reproduced in the different test cases.
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Applications and Perspectives

VIII.1 Offshore Operations Design
A very important and direct benefit of the work is related to the design and planification of marine
operations. Two examples are provided on the next figures.

Figure 20 – Modelling and Simulation of the Installation of a subsea module with FRyDoM
The above case considers actually the installation of the electrical hub of SEM-REV testing site of Ecole
Centrale Nantes [19]. This site is located in the West coast of France and is a major european facility for
the development and testing of marine energy devices such as floating wind turbines. The site is equipped
with significant instrumentation, electrical connexion allowing tor host several devices at the same time
(export cable, junction box, hub, umbilical).

Figure 21 – SEM-REV From [19]
Comparisons between experiments and numerical simulations with FRyDoM are currently under
investigation and will be published in upcoming publications.
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Figure 22 – Modelling and Simulation of a Tug Assisted DP Operation and visualization in Unity
Another case investigated permitted by the Framework consists in the evaluation of feasibility of tug/DP
operations. This was done during the O3 (Optimization of Offshore Operations) Project cofunded by
Total and Naval-Group through the CITEPH in France [20].

VIII.2 Dynamic Capability Plots
A very important feature beneficial for the DP industry will be the feasibility to provide Dynamic
Capability plots such as given in the DNV Standards [13]. A large range of papers show today the relative
importance of these studies.

VIII.3 Advanced Hydrodynamics
A very important benefit of the present work will be the investigation of nonlinear hydrodynamics to
represent well complex fluid and vessels responses in a large range of cases.
This will be a very important matter especially for marine operations in tough conditions, including – and
not limited to:
• Ship to ship transfer
• Lifting operations
• Pipelaying
• Etc.
Moreover, the development of these advanced modules may significantly improve the numerical
simulations results versus the reality. This will definitely help the DP industry for better planification of
marine ops.
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Figure 23 – DP Assisted Offloading Operations in Brazilian Waters From [21]

VIII.4 HIL Testings
FRyDoM framework can also be a basis for Hardware In the Loop (HIL) Testing following the
methodologies implemented e.g in [22] [23] [24]. HIL has been successfully used in the DP industry and
is a key feature for the development of advanced systems.

VIII.5 Digital Twins
The presented framework will also be the base of the Digital Twin concept currently developed by D-ICE
Engineering. Several applications for the DP operations will be investigated and presented in the next
months.
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